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The full scripts of award-winning Downton Abbey, season two including previously unseen

commentary from Julian FellowesOpening in 1916, as the First World War rages across Europe,

Season Two is the next dramatic installment of the much-loved, award-winning drama. The Crawley

family and their servants play their parts on the front line and back at home as their lives are

intensified by the strains of war.The shooting scripts give a fascinating view of how Julian Fellowes

weaves his storylines of love, loss, and betrayal to captivate the audience. With key insights into the

research and creative processes, this will appeal to fans and students alike.
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I couldn't be happier with this purchase. Not only does it add facets to the Downton Abbey

production, it shows how the show moves from words on the page, through actor's interpretations,

through director's management to the final product. Also you get to read the bits that were cut or

changed from the script for whatever reason, and that is like a peek on set!!!!

I have the script books for both Season 1 and Season 2 now...am so eager for Seasons 3 and

4...it's agony that it seems to take so long to get them published and on the market!!! If you love

Downton Abbey, you will love having these creative scripts to watch its evolution as it unfolds on

screen!



I am so glad I got this because I couldn't understand some of the phrases. I just WISH the

show/script had deleted a lot of the Ethel story, quite boring and they could have included more of

Matthew and Mary. The photo in the Script shows Matthew outside the train window with his military

hat in the air - WE NEVER SAW THAT. Too much of that Ethel story, in fact, I skip over that in the

Script and I fast forward on the DVD. Can't stand that story or the actress Amy.

I love the script books. You can read the entire series and know what the actors are saying if you

miss something during the show. Mr. Fellowes had footnotes that are very interesting. He tells how

the scenes were setup, shot and why he can to the conclusion of each set and story line.Must

reading for the die-hard Downton Abbey fans. I recommend books 1 and 2 also.

Julian Fellowes is a complex person who is so in touch with dynamics in his own life that he is able

to project hard choices in his characters' lives. He also knows the history of his nation so well that

he can put actors into gripping, realistic circumstances. This script, with commentary that illuminates

Fellowes' choices, is a personal writing course for me.

Magnificent reading! To have the time to read and re-read those brilliant lines is the most precious

treat. Plus to get the background on why a scene was done a certain way, the history, is beyond

words for this reader.

As fascinating and rewarding as the script book for Series/Season 1. Fellows' insights into why he

wrote things a certain way or why things were changed in specific ways is invaluable. Aficionados

and scholars alike will enjoy this volume.

My husband has been wanting to read a "script" forever so this one fit the bill. I ordered several

months ago and delivery date was postponed several times, but was delivered today! Whew!
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